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Dr. Robinson

Appointed to Faculty
The School of Dentistry is happy
to announce the appointment of
J. Conley Robinson as part time
clinical instructor in periodontia.
Dr. Robinson was graduated
from Indiana University School of
Dentistry in 1931 and entered private practice in Indianapolis at
that time. In 1933 he took his
first post graduate work in periodontia and since that time has
taken eight different courses
that field.
Dr. Robinson is a member
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, honorary
dental fraternity, the American
Academy of Periodontology, and
Fellowship of International College
of Dentists. He is married and has
a child fourteen years old. We are
pleased to welcome Dr. Robinson
to the staff.
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The Dental School

Selection of Teeth for

During the War

Prosthetic Dentures

In May, 1942, at the end of the
1941-42 school year, Indiana University School of Dentistry along
with the other dental schools in
the country discontinued its regular program of teaching to accelerate its activities as a contribution to the war effort. Instead of
laying off for for the usual summer vacation for three months, a
new school year was started immediately to run both summer and
winter as long as the war lasted.
Each semester was shortened from
18 to 15 weeks, making it possible to have three semesters of
school each year rather than the
usual two that were in existence
under normal conditions.
Practically all of the students
were put into the uniforms of
either the army or navy under the

The dental school is happy to
announce the appointment of Dr.
·
Ally N. Burks as c1inica1 mstructor in operative d ntistry. Dr. Burks
assumed his duties February 1.

The selection of an acceptable
mould of teeth for complete dentures is an important phase of
prosthetic service. All other phases
of denture construction may be perfectly executed and still have the
finished result jeopardized by an
improper tooth selection. Dental
students and even graduates are
confused by the wide variety of
moulds offered by the manufacturers. Inadequate experience and
lack of familiarity with this wide
variety of moulds has resulted in
this work being delegated to the
tooth clerk at the supply house.
While these people have done an
excellent job, their work in many
instances is hampered by lack of
information. As is the case with
other phases of denture technique
the problem of the selection of the
proper tooth mould is a definite
professional responsibility which
should be assumed by the dentist.
It is impossible for anyone to render the highest type of service in
tooth selection with the inadequate
data available in connection with
the articulated casts alone. It is
absolutely necessary that we study
our patients, using pre-extracation
records, facial characteristics, individual preferences, and other factors if we are to produce a satisfactory esthetic composition.
As mentioned above, the wide
variety of tooth moulds is likely
to result in confusion. While each
of the moulds offered, in the standard mould guide, is designed for a
specific condition or combination
of conditions yet it is quite possible
to reduce this wide variety and
still produce excellent results. With
this though~ in mind, I am suggesting a selection of moulds taken
from the New Hue Guide which
will be acceptable in better than
ninety percent o.f the cases as they
present.
Of the three ba ic types, square,
tapering, and ovoid, there is a
definite predominance of the tapering. We may divide this type
into three cla ses; small, medium,

(CONTINUED ON PAGE THREE)
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Dr. Burks

Appointed to Faculty
NOTICE
The library would appreciate
copies of curre·nt issues of the
Journal of the American Dental Association.

No. 7

Dr. M cDonald

Appointe_d to Faculty
Dean Hine is pleased to announce
the appointment of Dr. Ralph E.
McDonald as a full time member
of the faculty of the School of
Dentistry. He will be an instructor
in children's dentistry.
Dr. McDonald received the B. S.
degree in 1942 from Indiana
University and his D. D. S.
degree from Indiana University
Schooi of Dentistry in 1944. Immediately after graduation he entered active duty in the U.S. Navy.
He served for 15 months as assistant surgeon and as "The Dental
Officer" aboard a Naval Tran~
port, the U.S .. Admiral W. S.
Sims. During this period he also
took a graduate course in de·ntistry at the Navy Dental chool,
National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, Maryland.
Dr. McDonald is a member oC the
American Dental Association and
omicron
·
K
u
appa psi·1 on, l1onorary
dental fraternity.
Dr. McDonald assumed his duties
at the School of Dentistry on April

1st.
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THE LIBRARY
Selected

list of New Books
April, 1946
Best & Taylor: Physiological basis
of medical practice, 4th ed.
Williams & Wilkins, 1945.
Briscoe: College chemistry. Houghton Mifflin, 1945.
Burket: Oral medicine. Lippincott,
1946.
Corner: Ourselves unborn. Yale
University Press, 1944.
Fine: Democratic education. Crowell, 1945.
Gafafer (ed): Manual of industrial
hygiene and medical service in
war industries. Saunders, 1943.
Hall:
Public health statistics.
Roeber, 1942.
Jacobs: Analytical chemistry of
industrial poisins, hazards and
solvents. 2nd ed. Interscience
Publishers, 1944.
Jordan & Burrows: Textbook of
bacteriology. 14th ed. Saunders,
1945.
Marshall & Lazier: Introduction to
human anatomy. 3rd ed. Saunders, 1946.
Morley: Cleft palate and speech.
Williams & Wilkins, 1945.
National formulary. 7th ed. American pharmaceutical association,
1942.
National health service (British
white paper). Macmillan, 1944.
Parsons: In the doctor's office (the
art of being a medical assistant).
Lippincott, 1945.
Pattee: Vitamins and minerals for
everyo·n e. Putnam, 1942.
Pigman & Wolfrom (ed): Advances
in carbohydrate chemistry. Academic press, 1945.
Raper: Man against pain, the epic
of
anesthesia.
Prentice-Hall,
1945.

SeI t•

f Tee.th

Stern: Applied dietetics, 2nd ed. I
Williams & Wilkins, 1943.
eC IOn 0
Taylor: Food values in shares and
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)
weights. Macmillan, 1942.
Tuckefield: Full denture tech- and large, and use moulds 3M,
nique. Australian college of 3N, and 3P respectively.
This necessarily contemplates
dentistry, 1944.
Weiss & English: Psychosomatic cases where we are not restricted
by insufficient inter-arch space.
medicine. Saunders, 1943.
For these same facial types where
World almanac, 1946.
inadequate denture space is a probRARE BOOK PURCHASED
lem we may use 262, 274, and 275.
Among recent additions to our
Because of their ability to be
library collection is a copy of the adapted to close bite cases, the
second edition of John Hunter's short square moulds are often inTHE NATURAL HISTORY OF correctly used in cases where the
THE
HUMAN TEETH:
EX- indications point definitely to the
PLAINING THE I R
STRUC- tapering type. The lack of cervical
URE, USE, FORMATION, constriction makes this square type
GROWTH AND DISEASES (Lon- tooth definitely out of harmony
do·n , 1778). This volume also con- with tapering facial characteristics,
tains the first edition of the sup- there is a marked loss of vertical
plementary work by Hunter en- dimension. Tw0- of the most beautititled A PRACTICAL TREATISE ful moulds in the Trubyte system
ON THE DISEASES OF 'I'HE are A83 a·n d A84, and they are
TEETH.
especially indicated for patients
· The publication of this volume in with tapering facial characteristics
1 771 made . a profound impression especially where there is a sugupon dental literature and placed gestion of thinness in the features
dentistry upon a scientific basis. and where there is marked resorpThe book was the outgrowth of tion of the alveolar process. These
many years of careful study and two moulds may be used on small
research by Dr. Hunter and long and medium large cases and they
remained a highly prized text should be used wherever possible
book. Today it ranks as one of the as they tend to promote a beautimost outstanding of the historical ful and natural estheiic composivolumes in the field of dentistry. tion. Here then are eight moulds
which may be used in a large majority of the tapering type cases,
and since the tapering type does
predominate these moulds may be
used in a large percentage of all
cases. For square type it will be
found that moulds 3B, 2D, 3D,
Several members of the faculty and 4H fairly well cover the size
at the School of Dentistry attended range from small to large incluthe annual meeting of the Inter- sive. In the ovoid classification we
national Association for Dental may use lW, 2X, and 3Y for a
Research and the American Asso- large percentage of the cases rangciation of Dental Schools. The ing from small to large inclusive.
meeting was held in Ka:nsas City There are some seventy anterior
moulds in our New Hue mould
from March 16th to the 20th.
Those who attended were: Dean cabinet and the above stateme'nts
Maynard K. Hine, Drs. Grant Van should not be construed as implyHuysen, Frank C. Hughes, J. ing that the fifteen moulds sugFrank Hall, Drex A. Boyd, and Mr. gested would satisfy every requirement, but I have found through
Ralph W. Phillips.
Although there were no oral long experience that they satisfy
presentations made at the research requirements in a wide variety of
meetings from the school this cases. We should double this numyear, several papers were read by ber and fit almost any case which
is likely to present. If it seems
title. They were:
Pathological calification in the to include a wider variety of
gingivae by Dr. W. F. Barnfield. moulds in your stock I would sugInduced alveolar bone destruction gest that the fifteen moulds indiand endocrin disturbance in the cated be used as a basis for the
stock. There are four sizes of posrat by Dr. W. F. Barnfield.
Effects of sodium hexametaphos- terior teeth, 28, 30, 32, and 34.
phate on teeth by Mr. R. W. Each of these moulds comes in
three lengths, short, medium, and
Phillips and Dr. M. K. Hine.
Effects of variations in the mer- long and they are designed to meet
cury-alloy ratio on the amalgam the size requirements of all cases.
It has been my experience that
filling by Mr. R. W. Phillips.
Studies on density of castings as mould 30, short, medium, or long
related to the position in the ring is suitable in ninety percent of
the cases. For the larger cases
by Mr. R. W. Phillips

Faculty Members
Attend Meeting

ODD-DENTITIES
by' ruhamah hannah
more and more the boys are coming back. seen recently were charles
lowry, '42, darrell stock, '42, richard wulff, '44, gordon abbott, '45,
wayne du'n lap, '43, james zimmerman, '43, ralph mcdonald, '44, bill
coon, '44, bob nichols, '42, and
chauncey parker, '44 . . . x-dean
william crawford of minnesota
stopped in on his way to miami,
florida, where he was making a
speech. then he stopped in again
on his way back to show us his
suntan . . . one of my followers
has requested that i use at least
one capital letter in this column,
so here it is-capital B . . . the
baseball season is under way but
will not be opened officially until
the faculty team is ready for
action . . . those attending the
kansas city meeting were dr. hine,
dr. hughes, dr. boyd, dr. van huysen, dr. hall, and mr. phillips . . .
mrs janet smolelis, histopathology,
has left for domestic life . . .
dr. fred holt, '34, is again in civilian life, as is dr. doyle pierce, who
has taken over dr. alva humphreys'
practice here in indianapolis . . .
dr. joe buck has taken a trip
to arizona for three weeks, leaving
dr. robert preston boesinger to
carry on in operative technic lab
. .. robert langhor '42, is out of
service, but has no definite plans
for the future yet . . . dr. gerald
timmons, former acting dean and
now dean at temple university,
hobbled in from the kansas city
meeting on crutches to visit us.
with him were two n1ore former
faculty members now at templedr. sumner pallardy and dr. john
buhler . . . every one is looking
forward to summer vacation, the
first one in three years . . . and
that's all for this time.
for which moulds 34 has been designed we may use mould 30 or
mould 32 and the third molar,
thereby protecting the denture supporting area by keeping the buccolingual dimensions at a minimum.
The foregoing suggestions are not
offered with the idea of encouraging dentists to carry their own
stock of teeth. There 'i s some danger in this practice as in some
instances we are tempted to use
an available mould rather than the
one indicated. The above suggestions are offered in the hope that
they may be helpful in minimizing
the confusion and difficulty of decision in connection with tooth
selection and are not intended to
imply that we can make tooth
selection an automatic procedure
or apply to it a definite mathf'matical formula. (Dr. Frank C.
Hughes, Prosthetics Department)
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Dental School
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

A.S.T.P. or V-12 prv6;:-;;ims respet<tively.
At this time many civilian dentists became members of the armed
forces . Their patients, therefore,
had to seek dental service elsewhere or do without it. A great
many patients of course were
cared for as an extra load by the
dentists remaining in practice. The
shortage of dental service brought
about by the absence of numerous
civilian dentists in the armed
forces, however, fitted in very well
with the accelerated dental educational program. The elimination
of the long summer vacation at
the dental school meant that a
great many more patients would
be needed for clinical teaching. The
larger classes and increased summer clinical activities added, it was
estimated, at least three months
or 25 per cent more clinic time.
During the emergency this ability
to increase dental service to
patie·n ts contributed without a
doubt a great deal to the welfare
of the cpmmunity.
The enclosed table shows the
record of patient admissions to
the dental school starting in the

mained about the same during that
period of time. An examination of
other records of_ service in the dental school shows an increase; so
therefore the increased activity in
children's dentistry did not detract
from other phases of teaching.
The dental school is about ready
to close for its first summer vacation since 1941. On August 19,
1944, the Army Student Training
Program was terminated. The
Navy V-12 program however continued until December 21, 1945.
At thjs latter date the accelerated
program for the dental school also
stopped. This termination occurred
at the end of the first semester of
the school year so that on January
7, 1946, the second semester was
changed to 18 weeks, whereas during the war period each semester
had been shortened to 15 weeks.
Of course some students will be
here to handle a limited number
of patients. In September all will
return for a regular 36 week school
year. It will be interesting to see
what will happen to the amount
of service which the clinic will be
able to render under normal conditions, both inside and outside
of the school. Actually, each student will spend more time in

TEN YEAR SUM.!'1ARY OF CLINICAL ACTIVITY
1936-1946

YEAR
STUDENTS

13 6- 37137- 38 l38-29 l39-40 l40-41l41- 42 142-43143-44144-45145-46
1
1
1
1
1sr-Jr 1sr-Jr 1sr-Jr 1sr-Jr\sr-Jr\sr-Jr\sr-Jr\sr-Jrlsr-Jr\sr-.Tr
45 41 41 47 46 46 45 18 18 19/M rn42 37
rn36 39,39 45
1
1
1
1
1
1

u

ADULT·-s -..-..-...-..-.. -...-...~\~I ~~1~1~1 ~1-;;;-41~1~1~1~~
CHILDREN ............
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7901

870/ 10001

8771

8951

99ol 1013l 1252l 1612l 1100

TOTAL .................... \ 56601 60541 63001 54421 46791 46641 5515\ 64881 74661 6035

school year of 1935-36 and closing
with May 3, 1946, when the clinic
will close for two weeks to mark
the end of the school year. Since
the fiscal year ends June 30 and
the clinics of the dental school
will be opened to a limited number of students during June, the
completed values for admission in
1945-46 are not yet available and
therefore can only be estimated.
T'his table of course shows in
addition to the number of students in each class only the record
of patients admitted to the dental
school clinic. The patients are
classified as adults, those persons
15 years or older, and children,
and the'n it also shows the total
numbers admitted. Other records
show a corresponding inc.reasc in
the amount of services rendered.
The greatest increase in admissions came in the children's
department. Although the admis~ions to the children's clinic has
fluctuated from year to year,
from 1942-43 to 1945-46 they
have increased over 100 per ce·n t.
It is remarkable to note that the
average number of students re-

school and so his skill should be
enhanced rather tha:n diminished.
The speed-up program has meant
hard work for the limited staff
but no complaints are forthcoming. Everyone has had to contribute
something to the war effort and
the faculty has been happy to help
where it could, realizing full well
that those who went into the service contributed by far the greatest in time and effort. (Dr. Grant
Van Huysen, Orai ~iagnosis.)

Dr. Burks
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

He was born in Indianapolis
February 2, 1917. Upon graduation from Indiana University
School of Dentistry, he took a
year's internship at Robert Long
Hospital. Following this, he entered the United States Navy,
where he served 34 months, the
major portion of the time being
attached to the 5th Marine Division.
Dr. Burks is married and has
o·n e child.

Material from the Council on Dental Therapeutics
The majority of the American driven and novel tooth cleaning
people do not brush their teeth. devices, he said.
The professionally - preferred
Half of them don't even own a
brush, as recommended by leading
toothbrush.
These conclusions about the oral dentists in a survey conducted by
hygiene habits of the citizens of the American Dental Association,
the world's most civilized nation should also have a straight handle
were reported today by Dr. H. and tufts of equal length. SharpBerton McCauley, D.D.S., of Wash- ang led handles make manipulation
ington, -D. C.
difficult and uneven tufts transIn the leading article of the mit uneven forces to the teeth a:nd
March issue of The JOURNAL of gums, thus promoting soft tissue
the American Dental Association injury, unnecessary abrasion and
published today, Dr. McCauley re- inefficiency, Dr. McCauley pointed
vealed that only 185,300,000 tooth- out.
While admitting the need of
brushes were manufactured in the
United States in 1944, last year variations to meet individual needs,
for which full statistics are avail- Dr. McCauley recommended that
able. Of this total, 78,800,000, or most adults use a toothbrush 6%
43 per cent, were distributed di- inches in length with a head l14
rectly to the armed services, the inches long and % of an inch
wide. It should have two rows
Red Cross and export agencies.
The
remammg 106 million of tufts, each 1 inch long, and
brushes available for civilians rep- each containing six tufts, spaced
resented a major increase over the 1h inch apart. Each tuft should be
70 million brushes Americans pur- 1h inch long. In most cases, stiffchased jn 1939, the last normal ness of the bristles should be
"hard", he declared.
peace year.
Slightly smaller brushes of "me"But," wrote Dr. McCauley, dium" stiffness were recommended
"since approximately 220 million as generally satisfactory for adolewould be required to supply two scents and for children.
brushes yearly to each person who
Imports of toothbrushes, 90 per
is more than 2 and less than 60
cent of which used to come from
years of age in the United States,
Japan, were completely halted with
it is evident that, even in the
the outbreak of war in 1941. As a
flush of wartime prosperity, the
result, toothbrush productio·n has
majority of Americans do not use
become a major American industoothbrushes."
Lry with a volume of more than
Pointing out the importance of 12 and 1h million dollars a year,
oral hygiene and its relation to three times that of 12 years ago.
general health, Dr. McCauley urged
Typical of the Americanization
adoption. of uniformed standards of the toothbrush has been the
of design for the toothbrush as an widespread substitution of nylon
aid to dental health.
filaments for hog bristles commonTo be effective for cleaning ly used prior to World War II.
teeth a toothbrush should be com- The nylon filaments are more
pact and simple in design, he durable and elastic than natural
said, and should have relatively bristles, Dr. McCauley said, but
small, straight-trim bristles. Den- their relative merit as cleaning
tists definitely disfavor motor- agents has not been determined.

Indiana State Boa1rd Of Heahh
In January, 1945, the Indiana
State Legislature passed a new
bill eliminating the old laws governing the State Board of Health,
and created a new Board which
is composed of nine members. At
the same time the duties and responsibilities of the Board were
enlarged, and an overall ·plan was
formed to better the health conditio·ns throughout the state. 'I'he
new bill provides for the following representation: three physicians, one dentist, one nurse, one
veterinarian, one pharmacist, one
engineer, and one businessman.
Realizing the need of a survey
in the fields of geriatrics and

dentistry the legislature appropriated funds for an exhaustive
survey which has been completed.
As a result a more complete program has been adopted which will
provide better health care for our
citizenry.
The Board meets at intervals,
varying according to the demands
of business. They vote collectively
approving the appointments of
county board of health directors
made by County Commissioners.
They also approve the licenses of
hospitals, restaurants, dairies, canning factories, and many other
establishments in which the public
(CONTINUED ON PAGE FOUR)
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the Naval service. The ship's tonDec. 7, 1945
We have a 45 foot picket boat to
nage is 23,000 tons, length of the
Veterans Adm. Hospital go out on week-ends for fishing
ship is 625 feet, and has a speed
Bay Pines, Fla.
and have been having good luck.
of 23 knots. My dental office is on
I got my promotion on _Nov. I have met Dr. M. ~· House ~nd
Although some of the letters are the main deck a:nd my stateroom is 5th and I'm just sort of curious \to hav: been down to his ho.me twice.
dated a few months ago, we think one deck above. Both have large know how many of my classmates He is really one of the f me st men
they are still of interest.
outside portholes so I have a good (Dec. '44 class) have got theirs I've ever ~nown. ~e's ~one so
view of everything that happens. a·n d who was first. ·
. much that it seems impossible for
Waukegan, Ill. In short, this ship is a luxury liner
.
The on1y I n diana
man tha t I one man to have done it all.
Nov. 20, 1945 painted navy· gray. I have a two have run into was Capt. "Red"
Bob Kemp.
I am writing to you a few lines chair dental office complete with Hinesly, who was stationed
over
to let you know how things are x-ray unit, dark room, and lab.
at Drew Field. We used to go over
progressing since I completed my facilities. Being .t he only dental of- there
for dental meetings.
dental train:lng last August. Hav- ficer, I was able to set it up just
Lt.
Johnson and I have been (CONTINUED FROM PAGE THREE)
ing spent about three months now the way I wanted, and order my
away from the supervised methods own equipment, and I can assure doing a little research in perio- health is concerned. All matters
used in the operative clinic, I you I got the best of everything. dontia. I did manage to get one pertaining to sanitation, including
article published in the "Journal
find that · the pri'nciples and me- I am very proud of my office and of
the Florida State Dental Soc- water supply, are inspected and
thods taught us. will compete with think it is the showplace of the
regulated.
iety". I'm enclosing one of the reall standards in operative dentistry ship. I believe the captain thinks
Each member is assigned speciprints. This material "Periodon" is
that I have been able to observe. it is too because when he has
a urea peroxide and is really won- fic duties. For example, the dental
Also, that even though I am "my guests aboard he always shows off
derful for Vincents
stomatitis, member is responsible for all denown boss" in the office, I am try- my officfl,
and for periodontaclasia. It is tal problems, the engi~1cer is reing to produce the best type of
The ship has a crew of 500 ofmade by Barnes and Hind Labor- sponsible for sanitation, water supdentistry which was taught so ficers and men, and can carry
atories but is still in the experi- ply, and hospital construction.
well at I.U.S.D.
5,000 additional troops; so with
Inasmuch as the dental program
mental stage. It sure has produced
Up to now I have been doing that number of men aboard I never
was expanded, a new dental diviresults for us.
just amalgams, silicates, and have to look very far for patients.
How are things at the school? sion was· organized. It became adwhat few extractions that may be
we left San Francisco SeptemJim
VanAusdal is practicing here visable to employ a dentist skilled
needed along with the operative her 27th and went to San Diego
in
St.
Petersburg and he tells me in public health work to devote
procedures. Even though the ex- on a shake down cruise. That was
Ray
Anderson
is teaching at I.U. full time to an exhaustive study
· perience has been limited, it does exactly where I wanted to go benow.
That's
about
all of the chat- of our state needs. We were very
facilitate mastering the operative cause it gave me a chance to see
ter that I can muster at the- mo- fortunate in securing the services
phase of dentistry.
some of my classmates who are
of Dr. Leon Childers, who is well
As to my returning tQ civilian still at the Naval Training Cen- ment so I'll shut up.
qualified to render expert assistlife, we have it figured at the pre- ter. 'I'he first night at San Diego
Capt. Dudley Moore ance to our dental program.
sent point system for discharge we I went ashore and dr.o pped in on
Dr. Childers is making a survey
Main Dental Clinic
should have enough points to be Tom Esmon, Chauncey Parker, and
of
each county, determining the
Port Hueneme, Calif.
discharged in approximately three Bill Coon, who were on the night
needs of the people, both adult and
1
H
11
h
·.
Took the state board exam here
years·
ow ever, we are a
oprng shift at one of the dispensaries.
children. He devotes a large portion
· porn
· t s nee d ed f or You should have seen the expres- on December 17th to 22nd. It
f or a d rop m
of
his time visiting various county
d.isch arge so th a t we couId " ge t sions on their faces when I walked wasn't too bad but of course I
boards of health and checking with
out" by January ' 1947·
· W e h a d qui'te a h omecommg
. an d don't know
well I did-won't
m.
. how
,
members of the dental profession.
Leo M Cohn th f 0 11 ·
. ht 1 h d th
t hear until Feb. 17th. There were
The state is divided into five
·
e
ow~ng mg .
a
em ou a number of true and false and
to the ship for dmner. 'I'hey are
lt'
h ·
th
'tt
U.S.S. Admiral W. S. Sims t'll
h d'
. f' d
'th mu ip1e c oice on
e wn en separate zones. Each zone has its
s i . very muc
issat1s ie w1 wh'ich was h eld a t th e c·t
October 28, 1945
i y H a 11 . own Board of Health organization
their
duty
at
N.T.C.,
and
have
Going back a few months I'll
.
.
. pul- 'Th ere were 1 or:: 8 t a k'mg th e b oar d under the supervision of the State
trymg to an d th
·
give you a brief rundown o·n what led every possible stnng
.
e prac t'ica1 was grven
a t Board. In this way, the problems
get
orders
but
without
success.
S
th
C
l'f
·
I
·
N
I have been doing. In August I
ou ern a i orma. rvmg ew- of each section of the state can
completed what I considered to be They all went so far as
. to apply mar k t oo k th e exam 'a 1so. H e be handled more efficiently, a:nd
for sea duty but their requests
d th N
y k b d
d
a very va.luable course of inst:i:uc- were turned down.
pa.~se . . e
ew. or
uar an at the same time a larger expa·ntion at Bethesda, Md. Much of the
.
quit his rnternship.
instruction was in oral surgery
After our shake dov;n period we
I still like the Navy but am sion program is possible.
and general anesthesia, but we al- w~t
~an Pedro w~h kor~e~ to getting ready to move on. I reThe Board has been hampered
so had a very practical course in ta e f, 6
troops to 0 yo' ow- quested sea duty the first of De- somewhat due to the wartime debacteriology, pathology, operative ~ver, o:r days ~efore we were to cember so expect orders within mands of physicians and dentists
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